
 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

EVOTEK to Offer New Network Functions Platforms from Array Networks to 
Customers Focused on Multi-Cloud Solutions 

 
ADC, WAN optimization and SSL VPN with guaranteed performance are now available from fastest-

growing solution provider in IT 

Milpitas, CA – November 7, 2017 – EVOTEK, North America's premier enabler of digital business, is 
partnering with Array Networks to offer new Network Functions Platforms. Through EVOTEK, its 
customers will have access to Array Networks’ broad product portfolio, which includes Array’s new line 
of Network Functions Platforms, as well as application delivery controllers (ADCs), SSL VPNs and WAN 
optimization. 
 
Array’s recently launched AVX Series Network Functions Platform will be included in EVOTEK’s line-up of 
Array solutions. The AVX Series is a line of purpose-built, virtualized hardware systems designed for 
multi-tenancy and engineered to host multiple Array and third-party virtual application delivery, 
networking and security functions while maintaining guaranteed performance.  
 
EVOTEK will also offer APV Series application delivery controllers, which ensure performance of 
applications, websites and cloud services thanks to SSL acceleration, caching and Layer 7 scripting. In 
addition, the AG Series secure access gateways guarantee secure remote access, thanks to SSL 
encryption and multi-factor authentication. Lastly, aCelera WAN optimization controllers support up to 
100,000 simultaneous TCP connections with a non-blocking data throughput of 1Gbit/s, thereby 
significantly reducing latency and response times. All products are immediately available through 
EVOTEK as either physical or virtual appliances.  
 
"EVOTEK addresses a changing technology landscape, aiming to connect the business side of digital 
transformation with the underlying technologies,” said Ned Engelke, CTO of EVOTEK. “Our partnership 
with Array Networks is an important piece to this puzzle, giving our customers access to a full range of 
application delivery and security products, as well as a forward-looking platform for enterprise NFV 
adoption.” 
 
“EVOTEK was recently ranked as the fastest-growing solution provider in the IT industry by CRN, and 
we’re excited to help them continue their rate of rapid growth,” said Paul Andersen, VP of Sales and 
Marketing at Array Networks. “EVOTEK joins a growing list of distributors, integrators and value-added 
resellers that are adding Array’s new Network Functions Platform to their solutions portfolio.” 
 
About Array Networks 
Array Networks, the network functions platform company, develops purpose-built systems for deploying 
virtual app delivery, networking and security functions with guaranteed performance. Headquartered in 
Silicon Valley, Array is poised to capitalize on explosive growth in the areas of virtualization, cloud and 
software-centric computing. Proven at over 5000 worldwide customer deployments, Array is recognized 

https://www.arraynetworks.com/
https://www.arraynetworks.com/products-network-functions-platform-avx-series.html
https://www.arraynetworks.com/products-application-delivery-controllers-apv-series.html
https://www.arraynetworks.com/products-secure-access-gateways-ag-series.html
https://www.arraynetworks.com/products-wan-optimization-controllers-acelera.html


by leading analysts, enterprises, service providers and partners for next-generation technology that 
delivers agility at scale. To learn more, visit: https://www.arraynetworks.com.  
 
About EVOTEK 
EVOTEK is North America's premier enabler of digital business with a focus on innovation. With 
technology offerings in both data center and cloud, EVOTEK is uniquely equipped to enable customers 
with the industry shift from traditional IT computing to multi-cloud. With services practices in security, 
mobility, and DevOps, EVOTEK is quickly moving up the value chain, closer to the part of digital business 
that matters most. In both 2016 and 2017, EVOTEK was named to The San Diego Business Journal's Best 
Places to work and recognized in CRN's Solution Provider 500 list. To learn more about how EVOTEK can 
enable your digital business, visit http://www.EVOTEK.com. Follow EVOTEK: Twitter, LinkedIN, and 
Facebook. 
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